Let R be a one-dimensional integral domain with only finitely many maximal ideals and let x be an indeterminate over R . We study the prime spectrum of the polynomial ring R[x] as a partially ordered set. In the case where R is countable we classify Spec(/? [x]) in terms of splitting properties of the maximal ideals m of R and the valuative dimension of Rm .
Let R be as in the abstract. Since Spec(i?) is finite, Spec (J?[x] ) is Noetherian; Ohm and Pendleton show that every finitely generated algebra over a ring with Noetherian spectrum again has Noetherian spectrum [OP, Corollary 2.6, page 634] . Thus in our setting, the partial order on Spec(/? [x] ) uniquely determines Spec(i? [x] ) as a topological space with the Zariski topology.
In the case where R is a countable one-dimensional local Noetherian domain, we show in [HW, Theorem 2.7] that there are precisely two possibilities for Spec(i?[;c]), one of which occurs when R is Henselian and the other when R is not Henselian. We also show that if R is a countable one-dimensional semilocal Noetherian domain having more than one maximal ideal, then the spectrum of R[x] is uniquely determined up to isomorphism by the number of maximal ideals of R. (In this latter case, R cannot be Henselian.)
An important concept related to our work here and in [HW] is the «-split property introduced by McAdam in [Mc] for a prime ideal P of an integral domain D: If Da is the integral closure of D in an algebraic closure of the quotient field of D, then P is said to be n-split if there are exactly n primes in D" which lie over P. (Possibly n = oo.) We show in [HW, Theorem 1.1] that every prime ideal of a Noetherian domain D is either 1-split or oo-split and if P is a nonzero prime ideal of D that is 1-split, then D is local with maximal ideal P.
It is noted in [HW, Example 1.6 ] that for every positive integer n , there exists a one-dimensional non-Noetherian local integral domain with rc-split maximal ideal. Using the more varied behavior of the splitting of prime ideals in a non-Noetherian domain, we show in this article that the possible spectra of the polynomial ring R[x] over a one-dimensional non-Noetherian local domain R are considerably more varied than in the Noetherian case. Theorem 3.1 demonstrates that the «-split property in R yields a distinguishing characteristic of Spec(i?[x] ).
Another factor which contributes to the greater variety in spectra for R [x] in the non-Noetherian case is variation in the Krull dimension of R [x] . In general, if R is an integral domain of dimension one, dim(i? [x] ) is either two or three [S, Theorem 2, page 506] , and dim(.R[x]) = 3 if and only if R has valuative dimension greater than one [G, (30.12 ) and (30.14), pages [363] [364] . If R is a countable one-dimensional local domain, we show the existence of infinitely many two-dimensional possibilities for Spec(i? [x] ) and also infinitely many three-dimensional possibilities (Theorems 3.3 and 3.6). We observe in Theorem 2.1, however, that the ./-spectra of all these rings are isomorphic. (The 7-spectrum of R[x], j-Spec(i? [x] ), is the partially ordered set of ^-primes of R[x]-those prime ideals of R [x] which are intersections of maximal ideals. )
All rings we consider are assumed to be commutative with identity. In general our notation is as in Matsumura [M] . In particular, "local" and "semilocal" rings are not necessarily Noetherian.
Introduction and background
We will be using the following conventions, notation, definitions, and theorems from [Mc] , [HLW1] , [HLW2] and [HW] :
1.1 Notation. For U a partially ordered set of finite dimension, elements u, v of U, and T a finite subset of U, we set G{u) -{w € U \w > u}, U(T) = {weU\ G(w) = T}, Jt{U) -{ maximal elements of U of maximal height }.
(The notation stands for the "greater" set, the "exactly-less-than" set, and the "maximal" set.)
1.2 Definition. For P a prime ideal of an integral domain D and Da the integral closure of D in an algebraic closure of the quotient field of D, P is said to be n-split if there are exactly n primes in Da (possibly n = oo ) which lie over P. A local domain (D, m) is said to be n-split if m is «-split.
1.3 Theorem [HW, Theorem 2.7] . Suppose R is a {countable) Noetherian onedimensional domain with exactly m maximal ideals. Let U = Spec{R[x]), where x is an indeterminate over R. Then:
(1) U has the following properties:
(P0) U is countable {if R is countable).
(PI) U has a unique minimal element uq. (P2) U has dimension two. (P3) U has infinitely many height-one maximal elements. (P4) U has exactly m height-one nonmaximal j-elements. We denote these elements u\, Ui, ... , um . They satisfy:
(ii) G{Uj) n G{Uj) = 0 for i ^ j, and (iii) G(m,-) is infinite for each i, 1 < i < m. (P5) For each height-one element u ^ u,, G{u) is finite.
(2) If m = 1 and R is \-split, U satisfies (P6i) For each finite subset T of Jt{U) of cardinality greater than one, Le(T) is empty. For each element t ofJ?{U), Le({£}) is infinite. (1) and (P61) or (P6oo) {whichever holds for U), then V is orderisomorphic to U.
In [HW] , the ring R = S~lZ, where S = Z -U™ > P, and {p, | 1 < i < m} is a finite set of primes, is given as an example where Spec(i? [x] ) is of (P6oo) type.
Pictorially, the (P600) type looks like the diagram in 1.5 Example. Let R = k + zk{y)[z\z), where k is a field and y and z are indeterminates over k. Then R is one-dimensional, but the polynomial ring R[x] is three-dimensional. A simple way to see this is to observe that the /?-homomorphism of R[x] to R[y] taking x to y is onto, R[y] is twodimensional, and the kernel of this homomorphism is a height-one prime ideal of R [x] . In this example the valuative dimension of R is two.
1.6 Example. Let R = k[{yr>0\r is positive rational}]m , where k is a field, y is an indeterminate, and m is the maximal ideal generated by the yr. In this example, R is a non-Noetherian rank-one valuation domain and Spec(i? [x] ) has dimension two. (PO) U is countable {if R is countable).
(PI) U has a unique minimal element Uq . (P2) U has dimension 2.
(P3) U has infinitely many height-one maximal elements. (P4;) U has exactly m height-one nonmaximal elements. We denote these elements u\, ui, ... ,um. They satisfy:
(ii) G(w,) n G{Uj) = 0 for i ^ j, and
is the radical of a finitely generated ideal, so (PO) holds. For property (P3), we make use of the fraction field K of R. We have (0) = f\{Pa\a 6 ClZdm}}, so (0) License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
The referee has observed that in several of our results, such as Theorem 2.1, the countable hypothesis on R could be replaced with the hypothesis that R has cardinality a to thereby deduce a sharper iesult with the word 'infinite' replaced by 'of cardinality a\ ( Proof of Claim 2. Let JV be a maximal ideal of R" [8] . Then JT n Ra = J^, for some i with 1 < i < n. By the Lying Over Theorem it follows that R[8] has at most n maximal ideals, and so R[x] has at most n maximal ideals containing Q.
Our proof of (P6"(i)) is similar to the proof of Theorem 2.7 of [HW] and goes back to McAdam in [Mc] . Let t be a positive integer with t < n and let T be a set of t maximal ideals of R[x] of height at least two. Then T = {(m, gi{x))}'i=l, where the gt{x) are monic and are irreducible mod m. (The maximal ideals of R[x] are of this form, because {R/m)[x] is a principal ideal domain.) Since m is M-split, Ra has n distinct primes lying over m; also each gi(x) splits into linear factors over Ka . Thus there exists a field L, K C L C Ka, such that [L : K] < oo, each gt{x) splits into linear factors over L, and the integral closure R' of R in L has at least t distinct prime ideals. Since gi{x) is monic and R' is integrally closed, gj{x) splits into linear factors in R' [x] . Let bj e R' be a root of gj{x). By adjoining to R an appropriate finite number of elements of R' we can obtain a ring R* such that bi, ... , bt € R*, R* has at least t distinct maximal ideals, R C R* C R', and R* is a finitely generated i?-module. Let mi, ...,m( be distinct maximal ideals of R* and let T* = {(m,, x -bi)R*}'i=i . Since R* is a finitely generated i?-module, R* has only finitely many maximal ideals. (1).
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use (2) For each positive integer n, there exists a countable one-dimensional local domain R such that R is n-split with valuative dimension one; thus, Spec(jR [x] ) satisfies the properties (P0)-(P5) of Theorem 1.3 {m -1), and (P6") of Theorem 3.1.
(3) For each positive integer m, there exists a countable one-dimensional integral domain R with exactly m maximal ideals mx, ... , mm, and having the property that each Rm. is l-split and of valuative dimension one; thus, Spec(i? [x] ) satisfies the properties (P0)- (P5) (4) More generally, for each ordered list of positive integers m, tt\, ... , nm, there exists a countable one-dimensional integral domain R with exactly m maximal ideals m\, ... , mm, and having the property that Rmi is of valuative dimension one and is ni-split for each i, 1 < i <m.
The picture of the prime spectrum of R[x] from Theorem 3.3 is similar to the picture for Theorem 1.3; the information from (P6") describes the inscrutable relations involving the rightmost box.
Proof. In part (1), (PI) is obvious. Property (P2) follows from [G, Theorem 30.9, page 360] . The proof of (P3) is similar to that of (P3) has Noetherian spectrum [OP] . To prove part (2), we use the example constructed in [HW] of an «-split, non-Noetherian domain. Let Ac be a countable algebraically closed field, and let Vi,... ,V" be n distinct rank-one valuation domains on k{y)a, an algebraic closure of k{y), such that k is contained in each Fj. Then V; has the form k + J?{Vi), where J^{Vt) is the maximal ideal of Vt. By [N, (11.11) ], R' = V\ n • • ■ n V" is a one-dimensional domain with precisely n maximal ideals Pi = J?{Vi)r\R'. Let P = Px n • • • n P" , and let R = k + P, the set of all elements of R' of the form a + p, where a e k and p e P. Then R is an n -split one-dimensional local domain of valuative dimension one with integral closure R'.
For part (3), the integral domain R' from the proof of part (2) above with n = m has the desired properties since it is one-dimensional with precisely m maximal ideals, the localization at each of which is a rank-one valuation domain and hence is of valuative dimension one. Moreover, R' is integrally closed with algebraically closed fraction field, so each of its prime ideals is l-split.
To prove part (4), as in the proof of part (2), we take n\-\-\-nm distinct rank-one valuation domains on k{y)a , each of which contains the field k . We partition these valuation domains into sets of «i, ... , nm valuation domains, and for each i, 1 < / < m, we construct an «,-split one-dimensional integral domain Rt = k + P,, where Pj is the intersection of the maximal ideals of the associated «, valuation domains. Using [H, (1.20) ], we see that each i?, is a localization of R = p|™i Ri and that each m, = PtnR is a maximal ideal of R.
It follows that R is a one-dimensional domain with precisely m maximal ideals mi, ... , mm where Rm = i?;. This completes the proof of Theorem 3.3. □ In connection with Theorem 3.3 we also have the following remarks, the proofs of which are straightforward. If R is a countable oo-split local {possibly non-Noetherian) one-dimensional domain of valuative dimension one, then Spec(i? [x] ) is order-isomorphic to Spec(Z(2)[x]).
We now consider the case where R is of valuative dimension greater than one.
3.6 Theorem. (1) If R is an n-split one-dimensional local domain of valuative dimension greater than one, then U = Spec (J?[x] ) satisfies the following properties:
(PI) U has a unique minimal element uq .
(P2) U has dimension three.
(P3) U has infinitely many height-one maximal elements. (P4) U has a unique height-two element, u\. Furthermore, G(«i) =^{U) is infinite.
(P5) Regarding the height-one nonmaximal elements of U:
(i) The set S = { height-one nonmaximal elements u\u <U\) is infinite, (ii) The set S' = { height-one nonmaximal elements u \u ^ u\} is infinite, and (iii) for each u € S', G{u) is finite. {2) Let n be a positive integer or oo. There exists a countable one-dimensional local n-split integral domain R of valuative dimension two. Thus Spec{R[x]) satisfies the properties in (1) above and (P6") of Theorem 3.1.
(3) For each positive integer m, there exists a countable one-dimensional integral domain R with exactly m maximal ideals m\, ... , mm , and having the property that each Rm. is \-split and of valuative dimension two.
(4) More generally, for each ordered list of positive integers m,n\, ... ,nm, there exists a countable one-dimensional integral domain R with exactly m maximal ideals mx, ... , m" , and having the property that Rm is of valuative dimension two and is n-split for each i, 1 < / < m.
Proof. For part (1), properties (P1) and (P3) follow as in Theorem 2.1, and (P2) holds by [G, (30.9) ]. To see (P4), we again use that every prime ideal P of R[x] , of height at least two, contains m, and so P Noetherian.
To establish part (2), we start with a domain as in Example 1.5, that is, let k be a countable algebraically closed field of characteristic zero, let y, z be indeterminates over k, and let R = k + zk{y)[z\Z), with maximal ideal m = zk{y)[z\Z). Then R is a one-dimensional local integrally closed domain of valuative dimension two. Let S be the integral closure of R in an algebraic closure of the quotient field of R. To show that R is oo-split and thus that (2) holds in case n = 00, we prove the following claim: Claim 1. S has infinitely many maximal ideals lying over m.
Proof of Claim 1. For each positive integer r, the polynomial xr -z -1 e R [x] is irreducible in K[x] , where K is the fraction field of R, since it is linear in z, but it factors in S[x] as a product of r linear polynomials x-a,, 1 < i <r. That is, xr -z -1 = rj;=i {x -at), where a, € 5. Now the ideals (m, x -a,-) are comaximal in S[x] , because the a, map to the r distinct rth roots of unity
. It follows that S1 has at least r distinct maximal ideals for each positive integer r. Therefore S has infinitely many maximal ideals which proves Claim 1. Now suppose n < 00. Let Ai, ... ,J/"n be n distinct maximal ideals in S and let 5, be the localization of S at J^, for 1 < i < n. Then S, is a normal local domain of dimension one and valuative dimension two with residue field k and fraction field Ka . Thus if n = 1, any one of the 5, gives the domain we want, since the 5, are l-split. We have St< = k+J?t■, where ^ is the maximal ideal of S,. Let ^ = f]"=l ^ and B = k+^.
Then B is a one-dimensional local domain having fraction field K" and valuative dimension two. Let B' be the integral closure of B in Ka .
Claim 2. B' = f|"=1 S{.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Proof of Claim 2. Clearly B c P)"=1 S(, and f)"=1 Sj is integrally closed in Ka .
Therefore B' C f)"=l Sj. Suppose that c e f|"_, S,; for each i, 1 < i < n , write c = a,-4-dt, where a, e Ac, d, e ^. Consider g-(x) = TJ"=1 (jc -at) e B [x] . Then n n c e p| Sj => c-aj£Si,Vi,j =*■ c -aj e p| S,, V z, ;'. <=i i=i
We have g(c) = n"=i(c _ at) an<i c-cij EJtj, so g(c) € f|"=i ^ = ^ • Since g(x) is monic, it follows that c e B', proving Claim 2.
Also B' has precisely n distinct maximal ideals, Jfj f)B', since each maximal ideal of B' is contained in some J?j and the JfjHS are distinct. Hence B is local n-split of valuative dimension 2.
For part (3), the integral domain B' = f|"=1 5, from the proof of part (2) above with n = m has the desired properties. (As in 3.3 (4), it follows from [H, (1.20) ] that the 5, are precisely the localizations of B' at the maximal ideals of B'.)
To prove part (4), we take n\ + •■• + nm distinct maximal ideals of the integral domain 5" constructed in the proof of part (2). The localizations of S at these maximal ideals give us «i H-Ynm one-dimensional normal local domains, each of valuative dimension two and each containing the field k and having residue field isomorphic to k . We partition these one-dimensional local domains into sets of ni, ... ,nm local domains, and for each i, 1 < i < m, we construct an integral domain Rj = k + Pt, where P, is the intersection of the maximal ideals of the associated n, local domains. From part (2) it follows that Rj is n,-split and of valuative dimension two. Using [H, (1.20) ], we see that R = (")i=i ^i is a one-dimensional domain with precisely m maximal ideals which can be listed mi, ... , mm so that i?m, = Rj. Therefore R has the stated properties of part (4). This completes the proof of Theorem 3.6. □ Pictorially, a partially ordered set satisfying the properties in parts (1) and (2) of Theorem 3.6 looks like the diagram in Figure 2 . The element U\ is a sort of "waist" with an elbow out to one side. The interaction between the infinite sets at the top and those at the right is too complicated to display, but it is described by (P6"). License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
In connection with Theorem 3.6 we also have the following remarks, the proofs of which are straightforward: 3.7 Remarks. (1) If U and V are countable partially ordered sets of dimension three satisfying the properties (PI )-(P52) and (P6") above, then U = V .
(2) If R and 5 are countable one-dimensional local n-split domains of valuative dimension greater than one, then Spec(i?[x]) = Spec(5'[x]).
3.8 Notes.
(1) If R is a one-dimensional domain with precisely m maximal ideals and if the localization at each of these maximal ideals is of valuative dimension greater than one, then pictorially the partially ordered set Spec(/? [x] ) is a generalization with exactly m height-two "waists" of the picture given above for parts (1) and (2) of Theorem 3.6.
(2) Given any positive integers r and s and any lists m\, ... ,mr,n\, ... , ns, where each m, and ny is either a positive integer or oo, we believe it may be possible to construct a countable one-dimensional semilocal domain R having precisely r+s maximal ideals mi, ... , mr, ni,... , ns and where i?m, is of valuative dimension one and w,-split, while RBj is of valuative dimension greater than one and is n}-split.
(3) If P is a prime ideal of an integrally closed domain R, then as we mention in [HW, (1.7) ], it seems plausible that P can only be 1-, 2-, or oosplit.
